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Research Question 

  How has the Sing Tao Daily, San Francisco's most 
widely-read Chinese-language newspaper, dealt with 
the needs of its readership in its transition to an 
online presence? 
  How did we arrive at this question? 
  What did we examine? 



Brief History of the Ethnic Chinese Press 

  The San Francisco Bay Area, as a center of 
Chinese immigration from the nineteenth 
century onward, has also been home to many 
local Chinese papers 

  The first overseas Chinese language 
newspaper, San Francisco News was founded 
in 1854 

  In 2000, 64 Chinese language newspapers 
were published outside of China, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and Macao 



  San Francisco's largest 
Chinese-language 
newspaper, with an 
estimated circulation of 
130,000 

  Purchased Chinese 
Times, the last major 
locally-owned Chinese 
paper, in 2004 

  Founded in Hong Kong 
  Opened San Francisco 

office in 1975 

The Singtao Daily 



http://knowledgerush.com/wiki_image/6/63/Stdaily.jpg 



Newspaper on line vs. print version 

Singtao Daily 







On-line  

advantages 



On-line advantages 

  Divide news into different groups 

Homepage 

American news 

Bay area news 

Local news 

New York news 

International news 

Singtao estate 

Clarified  Ads 

Singtao community 

supplement 



On-line advantages 

  Like BBS, forum,  represent readers’ voice 



On-line advantages 

  You can get different versions in other cities 
or countries. 



On line-advantages 

  Information, as much information as possible 

    *  As long as you are willing go through it 



On-line advantages 

  Ads---- will never bother readers 



On-line 

disadvantages 



On-line disadvantages 

  Information missing 
  We only choose news we are interested in and miss the others 



Print-version 

Advantages 



Print-version advantages 

  Can be read anywhere; in a café, at bus 
stations, in the park 



Print-version advantages 

  Modern newspapers----more like a sort of art 
than just a newspaper 



1998 

Courtesy of Internet Archive 



2003 

Courtesy of Internet Archive 



Conclusions 



Maybe a Mistake? 



Maybe not... 



Overall a Good Thing 

But the literature is a little naive 
(technological determinism!) 



Transnational Identity 



Democracy 



Further Research 



Access 

What about those without access to 
digital technologies? 



Comparative Analysis 

Do region or ideology influence on-
line/print version differences? 



Article Concentrations  

How many stories focus on local vs. 
international affairs? 


